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As the tide of public opinion goes, so goes Hillary Clinton’s campaign rhetoric.
Note the term “campaign rhetoric” here since it is not Clinton’s true positions that change, it
is only her words that ride the political wind.
If America is sick of war, Hillary is sick of war (except for the new one). If America is angry at
banks, Hillary is angry at banks (except when she votes to bail them out). If Americans are
beginning to question vaccine safety, Hillary questions their safety. If trendies are afraid of
getting sick and there is a temporary false consensus that vaccines work, Hillary is pro
vaccine. The list goes on and on.
Below are only a few points on which Hillary Clinton has made an about-face in regards to
her alleged positions on the campaign trail.
Vaccines – In stark contrast to candidate Clinton in 2008 when questions over the safety and
eﬀectiveness of vaccines were coming to the political consciousness of the American
people, Hillary has now become a vocal cheerleader of Big Pharma and vaccinations.
While her opinion is odious enough on its face, it is quite the change from the opinion she
held as acandidate in 2008 when she stated that there was the possibility that vaccines
were linked to autism.[1] In fact, she wrote in a campaign questionnaire that she was
committed to ﬁnding out the causes of autism, including “possible environmental causes
like vaccines.”[2]
In 2015, however, when it became clear that questions surrounding vaccines was not going
to remain a part of the “fringe” of society among both the right and the left and the
propaganda campaign began full-steam ahead to cut oﬀ any mass movement against
vaccination, Clinton began showing her true colors, coming out in favor of the pro-vaccine
crowd and suggesting that anyone who question the safety or eﬀectiveness of vaccines was
a luddite and an anti-science crackpot.[3]Clinton was one in a long line of presidential
hopefuls who made sure to take part in the propaganda campaign against concerned
parents, aﬀected individuals, and informed citizens.
Clinton then took to social media to make a jab at those who consider toxic chemicals like
mercury, aluminum, polysorbate-80, or even live viruses to be cause for concern when faced
with the question of whether or not to inject them into their children.[4] [5]
Her actual position? In favor of the pharmaceutical companies and banks that make up such
a sizeable portion of her campaign donations.
Iran Nuclear Deal – While Hillary has come out publicly and endorsed the Iran nuclear deal
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clenched by Barack Obama, Republicans were probably too busy calling for nuclear World
War Three to have noticed. Likewise, Democrats were too busy kneeling at the feet of
Obama to pay too much attention to Clinton’s statement. However, for a few observers who
were of the mistaken belief that Clinton’s rhetoric is to be believed more than her behavior
and track record, her statements came as a bit of a shock.
This is because Hillary’s past statements were much more pro-war and hawkish than her
tepid endorsement of the Obama deal, itself nothing more than theatre to set the Iranians
up for an eventual US invasion once NATO is done with Syria.
Michael Crowley of TIME writes,
Clinton brought a hard-line background to the topic of Iran. In April 2008 she
warned that the U.S. could “totally obliterate” Iran in retaliation for a nuclear
attack on Israel—prompting Obama to chastise her for using “language that’s
reﬂective of George Bush.”[6]
In Obama administration debates about Tehran’s nuclear program, Clinton
opposed talk of ‘containment,’ a policy option that plans for a world in which
Iran possesses a nuclear weapon. Preparing for containment implies a decision
not to use military force to prevent an Iranian bomb in the event that
diplomacy fails.[7]
Indeed, Clinton’s statements would (and probably did) make war-obsessed psychopaths like
Lindsey Graham gleam with pride. In 2008, she stated to Good Morning America,
I want the Iranians to know that if I’m the president, we will attack Iran (if it
attacks Israel).
In the next 10 years, during which they might foolishly consider launching an
attack on Israel, we would be able to totally obliterate them.
That’s a terrible thing to say but those people who run Iran need to understand
that because that perhaps will deter them from doing something that would be
reckless, foolish and tragic.[8]
In an interview with Jeﬀrey Goldberg of The Atlantic, she stated brashly,
I’ve always been in the camp that held that they did not have a right to
enrichment. Contrary to their claim, there is no such thing as a right to enrich.
This is absolutely unfounded. There is no such right. I am well aware that I am
not at the negotiating table anymore, but I think it’s important to send a signal
to everybody who is there that there cannot be a deal unless there is a clear
set of restrictions on Iran. The preference would be no enrichment. The
potential fallback position would be such little enrichment that they could not
break out.”[9]
Of course, there is a right to enrich.[10] There is a right to enrich up to the levels that would
indeed allow for the capability to create a nuclear weapon but stopping short of actually
doing so. In other words, since Iran is a signatory to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, it is
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entitled all avenues of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes, including uranium
enrichment.
Obviously, judging by her track record, Clinton is anything but anti-war. Going from “totally
obliterate” to “willing to work with” is quite the turnaround. Indeed, only last year, Clinton
was boasting that “I voted for every sanction that came down the pike against Iran.”
As a Senator in 2007, she backed a resolution to designate the Iranian Revolutionary Guard
Corps as a terrorist organization.[11]
In February, 2007 Clinton had proclaimed, that “You don’t refuse to talk to bad people. I
think life is ﬁlled with uncomfortable situations where you have to deal with people you
might not like. I’m sort of an expert on that. I have consistently urged the president to talk
to Iran and talk to Syria. I think it’s a sign of strength, not weakness.”
However, after Obama proclaimed that he would do just that if elected President, Clinton
responded “I thought that was irresponsible and frankly naïve.”
When asked in a later debate if she would do the same, Clinton responded negatively
stating that “I don’t want to be used for propaganda purposes.” [12]
Clinton has shifted back and forth on the Iranian issue but only in the directions in which the
winds tend to be blowing. Overall, considering her track record with Syria, Iraq, Libya, and
any other possible war she can support, it’s doubtful that her endorsement of the recent
deal is genuine in any way.
Her real position? Undoubtedly Pro war.
Gay Marriage – Hillary Clinton has always supported equal rights for same-sex couples,
except when she hasn’t. In 2016, Clinton is known as someone who supports gay marriage
on practical and conceptual basis. However, that hasn’t always been the case.
To get a brief overview of Clinton 2016, read the beginning of the piece by Sam Frizell of
TIME magazine on June 27, 2015, where he writes,
Hillary Clinton praised the Supreme Court decision to guarantee same-sex
marriages on Friday night and forcefully condemned the Republicans’ response
to the ruling, warning the GOP presidential ﬁeld not to turn LGBT issues into a
“political football for this 2016 campaign.”
“It was an emotional roller coaster of a day, Clinton said. “This morning, love
triumphed in the highest court in our land. Equality triumphed, and America
triumphed.”
“Instead of trying to turn back the clock,” Clinton continued, Republicans
“should be joining us in saying no to discrimination once and for all.”
Clinton’s comments on Friday evening were her ﬁrst public remarks in the
wake of Friday’s Supreme Court ruling that the Constitution guarantees the
right for same-sex couples to marry. Her campaign issued a statement Friday
in support of the decision and touted it on social media.[13]
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Clinton’s comments were indeed her ﬁrst since the Supreme Court decision but they were
not her ﬁrst regarding the issue.
In 1996, when Bill Clinton signed the Defense of Marriage Act, Hillary was right there at his
side. Indeed, his position and hers were the same.
In 2000, when she was running for NY Senate, Clinton stated that “Marriage has got historic,
religious and moral content that goes back to the beginning of time, and I think a marriage
is as a marriage has always been, between a man and a woman.”
In 2004, after winning her Senate campaign, Hillary took to the Senate ﬂoor and stated
clearly that she believed marriage was only between a man and a woman.[14] She stated “I
believe marriage is not just a bond but a sacred bond between a man and a woman.” She
continued by stating “..the fundamental bedrock principle that [marriage] exists between a
man and a woman, going back into the midst of history as one of the founding, foundational
institutions of history and humanity and civilization, and that its primary, principal role
during those millennia has been the raising and socializing of children for the society into
which they are to become adults.”
Clinton continued her opposition to gay marriage through her 2008 Presidential campaign
and even all the way up until 2013, when the tide of public opinion had shifted enough that
such a stance was politically safe to do so.
Her real position? Most likely that Gay marriage is a political football. It is only as important
as the gay population’s value on the political chessboard.
Iraq – Hillary Clinton was one of the most vociferous Democatic supporters of the illegal and
immoral invasion of the sovereign nation of Iraq. Hillary Clinton not only supported the push
for war in Iraq, she voted for invasion. In fact, she was fervent in her support for the war,
delivering impassioned speeches on the Senate ﬂoor in order to convince members of
Congress who might have been on the fence, as well as the general American population
and a handful of Democrats and liberals who valued her opinion on the topic. Indeed,
Hillary’s speech promoting war in Iraq rivaled in George W. Bush who was campaigning
night and day on American television.
Hillary stated on the ﬂoor of the Senate:
“I believe the facts that have brought us to this fateful vote are not in doubt.
Saddam Hussein is a tyrant who has tortured and killed his own people, even
his own family members, to maintain his iron grip on power. He used chemical
weapons on Iraqi Kurds and on Iranians, killing over 20,000 people.”[15]
Clinton then began to detail not only why she believed the United States should begin their
invasion, but also insinuated that the operation, if the ﬁrst Gulf war was anything to go by,
would not result in a long drawn out conﬂict but one more like the ﬁrst. Although Clinton did
not state this directly, the implication was that it was time go in and ﬁnish the job but also
that much of the work was already done.
She also rushed to point out that international community (“everyone”) knew that Saddam
did have weapons of mass destruction. She stated that
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“The [U.N.] inspectors found and destroyed far more weapons of mass
destruction capability than were destroyed in the Gulf War, including
thousands of chemical weapons, large volumes of chemical and biological
stocks, a number of missiles and warheads, a major lab equipped to produce
anthrax and other bioweapons, as well as substantial nuclear facilities.”
Although Clinton now attempts to brush oﬀ her treasonous assistance to drum up an illegal
and immoral war in Iraq as a mistake, the truth is that anyone with any political judgement
knew that the war itself was based on lies and would be a tragic adventure. They knew all of
this at the time. Although she also attempts to blame the “faulty intelligence” of the Bush
administration, it was Hillary Clinton herself who once referred to the intelligence as
“undisputed.”
Her real position? As always, pro-war.
The above issues are merely three examples of Hillary Clinton’s epic ﬂip-ﬂopping. Any
examination of her prior positions – particularly when they are stated just before an election
– reveal that, like the weather, Hillary is constantly changing and, like the wind, she is
always shifting from one direction to the other. That is, she is always shifting her position in
terms of her public stances. For her genuine positions, however, one need only look to the
banks, corporations, foundations, and related organizations that fund and support her.
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